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I What is it? (A histogram of what people earn)

I Previous sections have looked at how wages are formed and
what in�uences the di¤erence between them. Here we take a
�macro�view and ask what factors shape the measured
distribution of wages?

I Wage dispersion is caused by:

1. di¤erences in aptitudes (skills and innate ability)
2. di¤erences in the way those aptitudes are rewarded
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Earnings distribution in the USA

I In 2006, mean weekly wage was $830, the median was $670

I This means,

I there is a lot of dispersion
I the distribution is positively or right skewed.

I This pattern is similar in all countries for which data are
reliable

I The pattern is consistent with the human capital model:
higher ability workers also acquire more skills
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Changes in the Wage structure

I Over the 1980�s the gap between highest and lowest earners
widened dramatically

I This occurred both between groups and within groups
I Those typically valued higher by the market did better than
those typically less highly valued

I College graduates did better than those without degrees
I more experienced workers did better than less experienced
I but women also did better than men

I Within group wage dispersion also increased.
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What can Supply and Demand tell us about possible causes?

I As the relative wage of skilled workers increases so more
people will acquire those skills

I Relative supply of skilled workers is upward sloping

I As the relative wage of skilled workers increases, �rms will
switch to using less skilled workers

I The relative demand for skilled workers is downward sloping

I Observed trend in relative wages could be caused by either
reduced supply of high skilled people or an increase in demand
for high skilled people

I But the relative supply of high skilled workers went up.
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I Between 1965 and 1997 immigration increased. The
immigrants are typically lower skilled than the native
Americans.

I Supply of HS drop-outs increased by 20.7% while the supply
of those with at least HS diploma increased by only 4.1%.
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Skill Biased Technological Change

I Many attribute the change in demand to new technologies
that favour certain skills over others (or none).

I The changes in wages have been more dramatic in companies
that have more intensive use of computers and spend more
money on R&D.

I However pencils on desks seem to be just as good a predictor
of this.

I The point is that technological change is di¢ cult to measure;
it is therefore hard to address from a policy perspective.
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I Unions are able to secure about 15% higher wages for their
members than non-union members get

I unionization has fallen over time:

I in 1973, 24% of workforce was unionized
I in 2006, 12% of workforce was unionized

I If unions work so well for workers why have they declined?
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I Minimum wages

I We saw before that the real value of the minimum wage
declined during the 1980�s

I Declining minimum wage a¤ects lower skilled people more
than high skilled people

I Selectivity

I As more people graduate high school or get degrees the ones
who choose not to are the least able. Wages of high school
drop-outs could decline because their average productivity has
fallen.

I Remaining questions

I Other countries did not experience the same change in income
dispersion

I How important was policy?
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Measurement

I Inter-generational correlation: current consensus about 0.4.

I If it was 1, there would be no movement
I 0 would mean parents have no in�uence on outcomes for kids

I This means there is some regression to the mean
I What factors in�uence the extent of regression to the mean?

I Ability may not be inherited
I Educational investments made by rich parents (who have less
kids)

I Neighborhood e¤ects (it takes more than just parents to bring
up a kid)
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